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      , Country Profile: Kyrgyzstan [1], New Internationalist, 2021, pp. 38-39

Brief but informative overview of the historical background and socio-economic conditions in the country, plus a
summary of political developments since 1991.
 
    Ashiraliev, Elmurat, Feminism through pictures: how girls of south Kyrgyzstan fight for women’s rights [2], Voices
On Central Asia, 2018

Gives account through pictures and captions of the history and activities of ‘New Rhythm’, a small feminist group
in Kyrgyzstan that is raising awareness over many problems the women of the county face, such as domestic
violence, early marriage, sexism, and the lack of encouragement to young women to pursue higher education.
 
    Bunce, Valerie J. ; Wolchik, Sharon L., Defeating Authoritarian Leaders in Post-Communist Countries [3], New
York, Cambridge University Press, 2011, pp. 364

Discusses electoral defeats of authoritarian leaders from 1998 to 2005 (Slovakia, Croatia, Serbia, Georgia, Ukraine
and Kyrgyzstan), but also unsuccessful movements in Armenia, Azerbaijan and Belarus. Analyses local and
international actors and draws comparisons with other parts of the world.
 
    Fuhrmann, Matthew, A Tale of Two Social Capitals: Revolutionary Collective Action in Kyrgyzstan [4], Problems
of Post-Communism, Vol. 53, no. 6, 2007, pp. 16-29

 
    Hager, Anselm, Ethnic Riots and Prosocial Behavior: Evidence from Kyrgyzstan [5], American Political Science
Review, Vol. 113, no. 4, 2019, pp. 1029-1044

The author examines the aftermath of the 2010 riots in Osh, when 400 Uzbeks were killed in the city by Kyrgyz
from outside.  Hager tests the thesis that riots heighten cohesion within the ethnic group but reduce cooperation
across ethnic divides. He found that - contrary to the theory - the neighbourhoods attacked in 2010 had low social
cohesion and there was a sense of being abandoned by fellow Uzbeks.
 
    Hale, Henry E., Democracy, autocracy and revolution in Post-Soviet Eurasia [6], World Politics, Vol. 68, no. 1
(October), 2005, pp. 133-155

Includes references to Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Kyrgyzstan and Ukraine.
 
    Heuer, Vera ; Hierman, Brent, Substate Populism and the Challenge to the Centre in Post-Riot Asian Contexts 
[7], Journal of Peacebuilding and Development, Vol. 13, no. 3, 2018, pp. 40-54

The article compares Narendra Modi (when Chief Minister of Gujurat, India, after deadly anti-Muslim riots) with the
Mayor of Osh in Kyrgystan after the 2010 Kyrgyz attacks on Uzbeks, to examine the use of populist rhetoric to
cement local political support and undermine external attempts at reconciliation.
 
    Hug, Adam, Retreating Rights - Kyrgyzstan: Introduction [8], Foreign Policy Centre, 2021

This introduction to a substantial report on the latest phase in Kyrgyz politics provides an analysis of the events of
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October 2020 to February 2021 against the background of the recent political past, including the legacy of the anti-
Uzbek violence in 2010.
 
    Kamila, Eshaliyeva, Is Anti-Chinese Mood Growing in Kyrgyzstan? [9], Open Democracy, 2019

Article discussing Kyrgyz protests in 2019 against migrant Chinese workers (both illegal and legal), in the context of
alarm about Chinese government treatment of ethnic Kyrgyz inside China.  The author considers how far fears of
large numbers of migrants could be substantiated and what the relationship was between protesters and state
bodies.
 
    Kulikova, Svetlana V. ; Perlmutter, David D., Blogging Down the Dictator? The Kyrgyz Revolution and Samizdat
Websites [10], International Communication Gazette, Vol. 69, no. February, 2007, pp. 29-50

 
    Marat, Erica, The Tulip Revolution: Kyrgyzstan One Year After [11], ed. Marat, Erica [12], Washington DC, The
Jamestown Foundation, 2006, pp. 151

Chronological collection of articles from Jamestown’s Eurasia Daily Monitor.
 
    Moody, Roger, The Risks We Run: Mining Communities and Political Risk Insurance [13], Utrecht, International
Books, 2005, pp. 342

Part 1 investigates the shadowy world of international mining finances, while Part 2 has case study chapters on
mining projects and local resistance in West Papua, Papua New Guinea, Guyana, Kyrgyzstan, Tanzania and Peru.
 
    O'Beachain, Donnacha, Roses and Tulips: Dynamics of regime change in Georgia and Kyrgyzstan [14], Journal
of Communist and Transition Studies, Vol. 25, no. 2/3, 2009, pp. 199-206

 
    Pannier, Bruce ; Tahir, Muhammad, Majlis Podcast: a new wave of feminism in Central Asia [15],
RadioFreeEurope, 2018

Gives an account on the debate in Kyrgyzstan, and more generally in Central Asia, about women's rights and the
role of women in contemporary Central Asian societies. Provides link to videos and podcast debating the issue. 
 
    Pinckney, Jonathan, Making or Breaking Nonviolent Discipline in Civil Resistance Movements [16], Washington,
D.C., International Centre on Nonviolent Conflict (ICNC Monograph Series), 2016, pp. 102

The book discusses what factors encourage or undermine nonviolent discipline, including the reactions of the
government and the way the movement is itself organised. 
 
    Radnitz, Scott, What really happened in Kyrgyzstan? [17], Journal of Democracy, Vol. 17, no. April, 2006, pp.
132-146

Stresses that the ‘Tulip Revolution’ was very different from other ‘colour revolutions’ and notes the importance of
localism. See also: , A Horse of a Different Color: Revolution and Regression’ in Bunce [18] In Bunce; McFaul;
Stoner-Weiss, Democracy and Authoritarianism in the Postcommunist World [19] (D. II.1. Comparative
Assessments [20])New York, Cambridge University Press, 2009, pp. 300-324 , arguing that the events of 2005
better seen as a ‘coup’.
 
    Radnitz, Scott, A Horse of a Different Color: Revolution and Regression’ in Bunce [18], In Bunce; McFaul; Stoner-
Weiss, Democracy and Authoritarianism in the Postcommunist World [19] (D. II.1. Comparative Assessments [20]),
New York, Cambridge University Press, pp. 300-324
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